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Jordan Thomas ‘00
2009 CNN Top 10 Hero

hattanooga’s Jordan Thomas was selected as one of
CNN’s Top Ten Heroes for 2009. Jordan, 20 and a junior
at the College of Charleston, was chosen as a CNN Hero
of the Week in September and was then selected as a Top Ten
hero by a blue-ribbon panel that included Whoopi Goldberg and
Elton John. Jordan’s foundation received a gift of $25,000 with this award. Jordan and his family traveled to
Hollywood Thanksgiving week for a celebration event hosted by Anderson Cooper at the Kodak Theatre. The
celebrity studded celebration for the Top Ten Heroes
was aired on Thanksgiving night on CNN: http://www.
cnn.com/2009/LIVING/07/28/cnnheroes.tribute

National Courage Center
2009 Award

		 Jordan started the Jordan Thomas Foundation
at the age of 16 while still in the hospital recovering
from the accidental loss of both legs below the knee.
Jordan’s foundation provides prosthetics for children
with limb loss and partners with them through their
growth years until the age of 18. The average cost of
one prosthetic leg
is $10,000 and
a prosthetic arm
averages $15,000.
The foundation
estimates that it
will need reserves
of approximately
$80-100,000 for
each child. There
are three recipients to date, and a
fourth recipient is being considered. The foundation, through Jordan’s family
and volunteers, has raised over $400,000 to date. More information about
Jordan, his foundation, and his recipients may be found on the foundation
website: www.jordanthomasfoundation.org
In August Jordan received the call that he had been chosen to
receive the National Courage Center 2009 Award in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
What an honor! And to think that he was chosen over other nominees that
included Michael J. Fox, Mohammad Ali, and Jennie McCarthy to name a
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Left page photos: left: Jordan with County
County Mayor Claude Ramsey; right: Jordan
with his National Courage Award.
Right page photos: counterclockwise:
top, Jordan Thomas CNN Rally at Hunter
Museum; left: Jordan with St. Nicholas
students; Jordan Thomas Foundation
Director Janet Jobe, Liz Kennedy Thomas,
Vic Thomas, Jordan Thomas ‘00, Zach
Thomas ‘96, County Mayor Claude Ramsey;
right: Jordan visiting with Upper Primary
students at St. Nicholas School.
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